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About This Game

The story…

The adventure of little beneficial cell continues.
As in the first chapter of his journey, the small cell will have to come back to life a part of the organic tissue in which it floats,

but this time the method used is very different:
must create and close the beneficial bubbles to attain a level of coverage required to overcome the various levels. These bubbles,

once created, will crystallize and explode on contact with the main cell. With increasing levels appear new bonuses and new
enemies. There are three worlds, in which appear random barriers and large breathing cells that will hinder the journey of the

protagonist.

Objectives of the game...

The aim of the game is to revitalize the organic tissue (at any level) with the " beneficial bubbles " that are drawn from the main
character ( "back to life ... "). To close the drawing of the bubble must return to the starting point of the " design " ( indicated by

the yellow arrows ) . In the design phase of the bubble, if the red contours are touched by an enemy or by the protagonist
himself, then the construction of the bubble explodes and is canceled. To pass each level you have to fill ( revitalizing ) with the

" beneficial bubbles " a certain percentage of organic material present in the playfield ( the percentage covered / required is
displayed in the lower-right corner of the screen) . There are 300 levels divided into three worlds. With increasing levels appear

new enemies and new bonuses. Each level has a time limit to be exceeded, visible in the upper-left corner of the screen. The
final goal of the game is to overcome all 300 levels of the three worlds, to complete the mission of the small beneficial cell.
Once created, the beneficial bubble 'crystallises' after a few seconds (and turns blue). If the main character touches a bubble
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crystallized, it explodes decreasing the percentage covered. This was done also to improve the 'strategic' side of the game. At the
top right of the screen is also a MAP that helps you to orientate in the exploration of the level.
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Short version: Simcity on steroids
Long version: You are doing a million things at the same time. Building houses and power. DESTROYING ALL THOSE
$@#%ING SHANTIES. Defending the island. Balancing local politics. Shooting rebels. Ooh, oil. Drill the oil. Build houses
again. Destroy shanties. keep the Americans and Russians happy. Test dem nukes. Now the Environmentalists hate you.
Assassinate some enemies. Win the election. Repeat.
But it's still fun.
I love getting a massive army, winning the election, and pacifiying the island.
Wait, why are you reading this? hurry up and buy the game!. TrackMania Stadium is a solid high-speed multiplayer racing game
that puts you against the clock with other players across the world simultaneously.

TrackMania is a game about precision. If you are looking for a racing game with crashes and power-ups, this is not for you.
TMS has a large surplus of maps with various difficulties. Almost every track involve a very large amount of skill to pull of fast
times. TMS has a single-player mode and it's pretty basic. You competing against yourself to get bronze, silver or gold medals.
The single-player is here to enhance your ability to do better on courses and to make you even better at the game. The money is
well spent when you play multiplayer.

There are a ton of servers that are up across the world. All ranging from U.S. to Germany to Japan. I was amazed by how the
servers ran, even with over 50 people. Obviously, this was needed as this type of game relies on time based racing.

 It's exhilerating to go at a such high speed and making perfect turns as you barely beat the opponent who is ahead of you. You
actually feel like you are going extremely fast and it makes the game challenging and pretty addicting at certain times. The
graphics in TMS aren't amazing compared to TrackMania Valley, but they get the job done as well as the audio.
The controls aren't totally perfect, but they're responsive enough to give you a chance of making some really good times.

I'm not that great at the game, but these last 7 hours have improved me as a player and I can only learn from the professionals
around me.

PROS:
+High Speed Time Trials
+Great Amount of Tracks
+Solid Controls
+Good Community with a large surplus of servers
+Decent Price
+Excellent Frame-rate with very rare connection issues
+Skill Based

CONS:
-Can get tedious on occasion

While I only have one con, that bullet is very important. I rarely find myself playing TMS for more than an hour on any given
time which isn't that great of a thing. Although, TMS is a solid game nonetheless.

TRACKMANIA2 STADIUM: 7.0/10. Damnation is a complete piece of bull-crap and I regret getting it, but it’s now time for a
story.

Damnation is set on an alternate version of planet Earth, in the early part of the 20th century after the American Civil War,
which had spanned over several decades, where steam engines replace combustion engines.

Both sides of the war fall and aloud Prescott an evil man who sold weapons to both sides. He was able to take over and went
away with both the Union and Confederacy and turned the United States of America into a country called the American
Empire/or the new America, but there are people still fighting, fighting him.

That’s where you come in you play as Rourke a freedom fighter who not only wants to kill Prescott, but to find his beloved
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Dayden who disappeared. Now it’s up to Rourke and the other freedom fighters to kill Prescott and save United States.

Okay before I get into the bad let’s talk about the good first. I liked the idea for the game, like the alternate History and the
steampunk. The vehicles we can see are cool looking. The landscapes were nice to look at.  I liked the horrifying/Frankenstein
look when Dayden showed herself. 

Now for the bad, first to start with is the A.I. Holy crap was the A.I bad not just for the enemies but your
companion/companions too, well you see as you play the game a companion comes with you and helps you out by killing the
enemies.

But because the bad A.I your companion runs right into the line of fire, or they will just sit at the beginning of a level or part of
a level and do nothing, making you have to fight the enemies alone. Or the A.I runs around all crazy.

Or you could be trying to be sneaky and snipe some enemies only for companion to attack, or sometimes the attacks won’t even
hit an enemy, or they can attack an enemy that is above them only for the attack to hit the rough or the railing where the enemy.

Then there is the enemy A.I some of them won’t attack you or they will run around like crazy.

Now for the story, the story for the most part it’s a mass. First you have this guy in some cave who starts telling the story and
you can kind of see/guess what happens, but for the most part its bare bones. Like why are we fighting these guys and who are
they?

And there is this one cutseen where Prescott the badguy is taking to the professor about how professor and Prescott dad had
given him everything and how he improved on it and that’s it we don’t find a lot about Prescott dad and professor.
And there is the stuff with the professor and his daughter but that does not go anywhere that much as well.

Then there are the characters a lot of them are ether jackasses or idiots or both sometimes. Like with stupid bickering fights
between them.

Or like in one part of the game where are heroes find this big weapon and that it’s about to attack a city called Terra Verte, and
instead of trying to stop it Rourke and Yakecan go after Commander Selina and her bodyguard even those Ramon the son of the
governor of Terra Verte says saving Terra Verte more important but Rourke asks where was Terra Verte at Arrowtree when
they needed them and saying he will help Terra Verte after he finds his beloved Dayden.

Like what ♥♥♥♥, I know finding Dayden is important to Rourke but stopping a big♥♥♥♥♥weapon from killing a bunch of
innocent people is more important.

Then there is description of the game it’s for part a lie like it says “A full-range of unique vehicles from wall-riding motorbikes
to armour piercing mobile artillery provide high-octane thrills”

There are two motorbikes you can use and a big turret but there is no reason to use it till one. One part of a level but that’s about
it.

Then there is this “Intelligent enemies will give chase and engage players in frantic gun fights and attacks that can come from
any direction” I already explained on that.

The game all so has some bugs in it. The voice acting can be a good bit wooden normally I don’t mind that but it could have
been better. All so don’t use a controller for this it does not work all in combat.

Then there is a part where you are given magic site to see enemies but sometimes it does not work, you can all so use it to save a
save a downed companion but that’s it you are not given any other magic. All so game could have used more cool looking
enemies. The final boss sucked so hard.

So with that said this game is such a disappointment, it’s like the game developers just half♥♥♥♥♥♥♥all of it for gameplay,
story, the steampunk, the A.I, the enemies, pretty much everything.
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So I can’t really recommended this game even if it was on sale, so if you’re looking for a kickass fun steampunk game this is
sooooo not for you.. This little engine really moves out! High torque and wonderful effects! This is a must have for any
collection! I love using this one with two coaches for tourist and heritage runs. The liveries are spot on, the effects are
wonderful. Great views, great fun and soon to be one of my top 10!. Boring gameplay with not much to do.. This game is dead...
last updat was in 2015. You get to be Jesus. I mean, what more can you ask for? This goes up there with classics such as Mortal
Kombat and Street Fighter.. It has potential, but right now i wouldn't suggest getting into it.. gae horse niooooo
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Quite different from other vr shooters avalible

cool gadgets from trip mines to sonar and more

destructible environment which is fun blasting people hiding behind a wooden wall or shooting a small hole to peek through
looking for the enemy's

character selection and perks

graphics and movement are very good

Well worth the price, it needs some work its not perfect it's early access
the devs are very active on discord and listening to feedback. This game is a search and find mainly. When you complete each
set of levels you face a different type of challange. Completing that gives you an "Escape Item". It is fairly fun and the different
puzzles at the end of each set is a nice change of pace for the game. I ran into an issue with resolution but did find out that if
you go into the properties of the application and check the box "Disable display scaling on high DPI settings" under the
"Compatibility" tab. I played this on windows.. A little casual game. Graphics are decent and the mechanics are humble and
shallow, based on to find and buy antiques and oddities, to restore, sell or auction. Things can pick from their owners in his
shops and homes, directly or by mini-games of hidden objects. Requires personal capabilities for memorization of related items
and for bargaining with prices. Wonderfull for kids, but for an adult are enough 4 sessions, of 4 hours each, to learn where are
the better objects, but meanwhile is fun. Get with huge discount or in a bundle.. It's a fun game to play with friends.. A nice
tower defence game. There's no mazing, but there's friendly buildings that can be activated, and unfriendly buildings that send
enemies or do nasty things unless you pay enough to make them stop.

There's a bit of grinding involved if you want to do really well, but it's a good game in general.

Limits are put on the game, as you can only build certain buildings in certain areas. This means you cannot have a single
favourite tower and simply spam them all.

Overall, I recommend this to anyone who enjoys TD games, unless you really need mazing.. The painting of this game as
"reverse tower defense" demonstrates an utter lack of understanding firstly of what tower defense means, and secondly, of the
long and storied history of Qix and it's many many clones.

Make no mistake, this game has nothing to do with the tower defense genre, and everything to do with being a shameless re-
imagining of the classic 8-bit game Qix. That sounds like it would be a bad thing, but the truth is that Qix was a rad game when
it released in 1981, and Fortix 2 truly feels like what would happen if the developers of Qix had time-traveled 30 years into the
future at the start of development.

Qix featured a simple mechanic, slickly implemented, with a presentation that was unremarkable but serviceable for its day. The
exact same thing is true for Fortix 2. This is not a complicated game, but it is a great implementation of a simple mechanic. The
difficulty curve is pitch-perfect, making finishing a level without losing any lives achievable but challenging.

Fortix 2 isn't going to blow anyone away, but it does an excellent job of filling that spot in your Steam library for a game that
doesn't ask for much in the way of investment, and can be consumed in 5-minute increments while still feeling rewarding, and
for $2 or less, you can't really ask for more.. Great game! Great soundtrack, nice boss fights, various game modes, challenging,
addictive, great gameplay and hard to master.
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